Case Report
Genetic characteristics of the couple with non-syndromic sensorineural hearing loss and fertility guidance
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Abstract: Purpose: We aim to report a genetic testing and fertility guidance for the deaf through analyzing pedigree and molecular genetic characteristics of the couple who have non-syndromic sensorineural hearing loss (NSHL).

Methods: One of hospitalized congenital deaf couple and family members were included in this study. The wife was twin pregnant woman and her gestational age was 31 +5 pregnant weeks. The DNA was extracted from peripheral blood and umbilical vein blood, respectively. Mutation screening of common deafness genes was performed in pregnant women and other family members. Nine common mutations in four major deafness genes, GJB2 (35delG, 176del16, 235delC, 299delAT), GJB3 (C538T), SLC26A4 (IVS7-2A>G, A2168G) and Mitochondrial 12S rRNA (A1555G, C1494T), were detected simultaneously with a microarray based method. SLC26A4 whole genome sequencing was carried out for the results of the DNA microarray. According to the test results, the couple chose abortion termination of pregnancy twins, and after one year obtained singleton pregnancy by artificial insemination by donor (AID). In week 16 of pregnancy, amniocentesis had been done to collect fetal somatic cell and extract DNA, and then the above tests had been repeated. Results: The couple had SLC26A4 combined heterozygous mutation. Both parents had SLC26A4 single heterozygous mutation. Twin fetuses had SLC26A4 combined heterozygous mutation. The probability of naturally being pregnant and bearing deaf children for the pregnant women was 100%. Fetus obtained by AID had SLC26A4 single heterozygous mutation. After the birth of the baby, her hearing has been normal. Conclusions: To reduce children with congenital deafness, screening high mutation sites by microarray, combined with pedigree analysis and gene sequencing is effective, and should be used as a routine inspection item for the deaf before marriage and pregnancy. On the basis of genetic testing for the couple with hearing loss, human assisted reproductive technology is a viable option to avoid the birth of infant with hereditary deafness.
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Introduction

Congenital deafness is one of the most common birth defects and its incidence rate is about 1‰~3‰, the data were further increasing trend in certain areas [1-3]; Above fifty percent of deaf neonates are caused by the genetic factors [4, 5]. The lately national population census data show that about 27,800,000 persons in China are troubled by hearing disability and the prevalence rate of hearing disability is 2.11% [6], the rate of non-syndromic hearing impairment(NSHL) is 70% of the genetic deafness. It is worth noticed that about 77% of NSHL belong to autosomal recessive inheritances [7]. Extensive studies of deafness molecular epidemiology in China have shown that quite a number of NSHL are caused by only several mutated genes such as gap junction protein beta-2 gene (GJB2 gene), SLC 26A4 gene (PDS gene) and mitochondrial gene (mtDNA). Pathological mutations of these genes lead to high incidence of the hereditary deafness [8-13]. This provides a basis for screening deafness gene generally. One typical case of family gene of non-syndromic deafness was studied...
using gene chip and sequencing analysis to reveal the significance of detecting deafness genes in normal and deaf population.

Materials and methods

Study objects

The 28-year-old primigravida with congenital deafness, who carried twin and in 31st weeks of pregnancy, was given the pregnant health examination in the obstetric clinic of Yuhuang-ding hospital in Yantai in September of 2012. On the basis of pedigree analysis, all subjects including the deaf couple, their parents, other family members, were given the clinical historical survey, imaging examination, general physical examination and routine examination of ear-nose-throat department including pure tone test, acoustic immittance and auditory brainstem response (ABR). Both ears of the couple were found non-syndromic sensorineural deafness, and thin slice temporal bone CT pictures and the auditory brainstem response binaural 100dB nHL were not elicit reaction. 40 Hz auditory event-related potential (40 Hz AERP) displayed binaural 1 kHz 100dB nHL. Temporal bone CT and body checked showed no abnormal in the others. After one year induction of labor was performed, hysterosalpingography showed that uterine was normal in size and shape, and bilateral tubal patency was unobstructed. The deaf couple accepted artificial insemination by donor (AID) to get pregnancy again.

Informed consent and ethical oversight

The study had been approved by Ethics Committee of Qingdao University Affiliated Yantai Yuhuangding Hospital and all the subjects signed informed consent.

Specimen collection and processing

The vein blood and umbilical vein blood from previous twin fetus were collected in test tubes with contained EDTA anticoagulant. Amniotic fluid was punctured in week 16 after the deaf couple accepted Artificial insemination by donor (AID) for second pregnancy. Fetal cells in amniotic fluid culture were cultured for one week until cell number reached to 10⁷. The DNA from blood and fetal cells were extracted with QIAGEN DNA extraction kit (Catalog number: DP319-01, Germany). Using Thermo NANOD-ROP 2000C model spectrophotometer, the isolated DNA was carried out quantitative purity detection to ensure that the concentration was 100-200 ng/ul and the purity OD260/280 was 1.7-2.0.

PCR reaction

The primers of nine groups with nine mutation sites were divided into 3MIX and 1MIX. The two reaction systems were carried out multiplex PCR, respectively. The mixture of PCR amplification primers in the kit and the amplification reagent mixture were thoroughly mixed (A tube and B tube). Each 17 μl reaction system was added 3 μL DNA sample, which was recognized as PCR amplification template. The PCR program was denaturation at 37°C for 10 min, 95°C for 15 min and 96°C for 1 min, amplification at 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s and 70°C for 45 s, 32 cycles at 60°C for 10 min. During the amplification procedure, the parameter was set to make the temperature be cooled from 94°C to 55°C at a speed of 0.4°C/s and then be warmed from 55°C to 70°C at a speed of 0.2°C/s. Bio-Rad PCR machine (USA) was used for PCR production.

Hybridization

Heredity Hearing Loss Array Detection Kit was purchased from Capital Bio Corporation (Beijing, China). It includes nine common mutations in four major deafness genes, GJB2 (35delG, 176del16, 235delC, 299delAT), Gjb3 (C538T), SLC26A4 (IVS7-2A>G, A2168G) and Mitochondrial 12S rRNA (A1555G, C1494T), and they were detected simultaneously by a microarray. After denaturation at 95°C for 5 min, the PCR products were immediately immersed in ice water mixture for an ice bath for 3 min. The PCR products were respectively extracted 2.5 μl from two different amplification systems and were then added into the 10 μl hybridization buffer tube to be mixed well and transiently centrifuged. The mixture was putted through the sample hole of a coverslip to be added to sampling region of the chip. Finally, the hybrid box was closed and then placed in a 50°C preheated hybridization box for insulation for 1 hour.

Washing and scanning

The chips were uniformly shaken in 42°C washing liquid I for 2 min by 80 r/min shaker. Then
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Figure 1. Lattice arrangement figure of deafness gene chip. QC: surface chemical Quality control probe; PC: hybridize positive control probe; NC: hybridize negative control probe; IC: PCR Internal control probe; BC: blank control; site examine probe W: wild type probe; site examine probe; M: mutant type probe.
they were quickly put into 42°C washing liquid II to be shook 1 min for two times. Finally put chip into microarray chip centrifuge tube to be centrifuged at 1000 r/min for 2 min for drying. Crystal core LuxScanTM 10K-B microarray scanner and the corresponding genetic deafness gene chip detection discrimination system were used for signal reading and judging. Test results were automatically interpreted by genetic deafness gene chip interpretation system. Deafness microarray dot arrangement is shown in Figure 1.

Detection principle

For different mutation sites, Design two kinds of the upstream probe with different labels and a public primer with CY3 fluorescently labeled downstream. Firstly, specific primers were extended on multiplex alleles in the liquid phase (PCR). The PCR amplification products were brought a tag sequence and marked by monochromatic fluorescence. After denaturation of the products, they were hybridized with chips fixed with tags complementary oligonucleotide sequence. The mutation points were detected using laser scanner. The chips results are shown in Figure 2.

Whole genome sequencing of SLC26A4

The PCR products were purified using ExoSAP-IT enzyme. The excess free PCR primers and substrates dNTPs were removed by adding 3 μl ExoSAP-IT in each reaction tube. After mixed by low-speed centrifugation, they were placed in a PCR instrument maintaining at 37°C for 30 min, then maintaining at 80°C for 15 min and then maintaining at 4°C. The products from purification treatment were used as a sequencing reaction template. The 10 μl reaction system was used for sequencing reaction. It contained 8 μl sequencing primers and 2 μl PCR product treated by ExoSAP-IT. The reaction was 25 cycles at 96°C for 20 s, 50°C for 30 s, 60°C for 2 min and 4°C. The sequencing reaction products were precipitated with sodium acetate/ethanol method. Adding 15 μl formamide (Hi-Di Formamide), they were denatured in the PCR instrument at 95°C for 3 min. The PCR products were analyzed by dideoxy chain termination method using a sequencing machine (Applied Bio systems 3130, USA). The sequencing results were compared with standard sequence. Assign-SBT 3.5+ (Conexio Genomics, Western Australian) software was used to analyze SLC26A4 allele type of subjects. The

Figure 2. The deafness gene chip. A: Woman’s chip: IVS7-2A>G carrier; B: Husband’s chip: IVS7-2A>G carrier; C, D: Both mothers’ chips: IVS7-2A>G carriers; E, F: Both father’s chips: completely normal; G: Chip of woman’s older sister: completely normal; H: Chip of husband’s young sister: IVS7-2A>G carrier; I, J: The twin fetus’s chips: IVS7-2A>G carriers; K: Chip of Amniotic fluid by the second cycle AID: IVS7-2A>G carrier.
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SLC26A4 gene sequencing ratings and the mean of the tetranucleotide peak were calculated. The sequencing results are shown in Figure 3.

Results

The test results of deafness gene chips were found that the couples, both mothers and the man's younger sister and twin fetus were IVS7-2A>G carriers, indicating that they were obliged to sequence SLC26A4. However, their fathers and the woman's older sister were normal in the test results of deafness gene chips.

Because amniotic fluid was punctured for prenatal diagnosis is likely to cause the risk of preterm delivery in pregnant women in late pregnancy (approximately 31 weeks), and we understood study objects genotypes and pedigree analysis information from the two families, so the prenatal diagnosis of the twin fetus were not done, but we had clearly inferred that the twin fetus were congenital deafness. We had proved the twin fetuses after the termination of pregnancy by gene chips and whole genome sequencing of SLC26A4. The sequencing results of the twin fetus were SLC26A4 1174 A>T and IVS7-2A>G two-hybrid mutation.

The woman did not be pregnant in the first cycle AID, and the second cycle she obtained Single births. In week 16 of pregnancy, amniotic fluid was punctured after the deaf couple accepted AID. The results of SLC26A4 gene chips and sequencing confirmed that the fetus was a single heterozygous mutation. A baby girl was born in full-term. The result of audiometry confirmed that her hearing had been normal on the third day and the thirtieth day after birth.

Figure 3. The SLC26A4 gene sequencing. A, B: The sequencing of pregnant woman were SLC26A4 1174 A>T and IVS7-2A>G two-hybrid mutation. C, D: The sequencing of the husband were SLC26A4 1975G>C and IVS7-2A>G two-hybrid mutation. E, F: The sequencing of two sides mothers were SLC26A4 IVS7-2A>G single heterozygous mutation. G: The sequencing of the woman's father was SLC26A4 1174 A>T single heterozygous mutation. H: The sequencing of the husband's father was SLC26A4 IVS7-2A>G single heterozygous mutation. I: The sequencing of the woman's older sister was SLC26A4 wild-type. J: The sequencing of the husband's the young sister was SLC26A4 IVS7-2A>G single heterozygous mutation. K, L: The sequencing of the twin fetus were SLC26A4 1174 A>T and IVS7-2A>G two-hybrid mutation. M: The sequencing of f Amniotic fluid by the second cycle AID was SLC26A4 IVS7-2A>G single heterozygous mutation.

Figure 4. The couple Family trees genetic spectrum SLC26A4 (Family tree 1, 2).
gene is autosomal recessive, the deafness gene of the couple is inherited from both parents carrying SLC26A4 mutation gene by pedigree analysis.

Discussions

Congenital deafness is the most common neurosensory disorder. It can be divided into two types: genetic deafness and non-genetic deafness. The genetic deafness has been thought to be a highly complex problem due to genetic heterogeneity. It also can be divided into syndromic hearing loss (SHL) and non-syndromic hearing loss (NSHL) which accounts for more than 70% [5]. Until now, more than 100 mutations leading to NSHL have been located and 68 pathogenic genes have been cloned including 40 autosomal recessive genes, 25 autosomal dominant genes and 3 X-linked genes. Each gene contains multiple deafness-associated mutation sites (http://hereditaryhearing-loss.org/, updated in March 9th, 2012). In Chinese population, molecular epidemiological investigation related to hearing loss showed that four genes including GJB2, GJB3, SLC26A4 and mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene (A1555G and C1494T) are the most common ones in NSHL patients [14].

In this study, nine mutation hot spots of the four common deafness-related genes were detected using the deafness gene chip technology, including GJB2 (35delG, 176del16, 235-de1C and 299delAT), GJB3 (C538T), SLC26A4 (IVS7-2A>G, A2168G) and mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene (A1555G and C1494T). Furthermore, the whole gene sequencing analysis of SLC26A4 gene was carried out according to the results of microarray-based genetic testing. There is IVS7-2A>G mutation in 8 of 11 samples from the two pedigrees in this report, showing that the mutation rate of this locus is much higher. Therefore, the IVS7-2A>G mutation is a hot-spot mutation inducing deafness in Chinese population, which is in consistence with the report of Dai et al. [15].

The IVS7-2A>G is a splicing mutation located in the splice point of the 3’ end of intron 7. When the IVS7-2A>G mutation occurs, this splice point disappears causing exon 8 (the transcription product) to be sheared entirely and exon 7 directly to be connected with exon 9. Thereby the consequence of this transformation affects the normal production of Pendrin [16]. It suggests that the universal screening of the IVS7-2A>G mutation for childbearing age population can significantly reduce the birth rate of infant with large vestibular aqueduct. Because the SLC26A4 gene is autosomal recessive, the deafness gene of the couple is inherited from both parents carrying SLC26A4 gene by pedigree analysis. In this report, 1174 A>T single heterozygous mutation of the SLC26A4 gene in pregnant woman’s father and 1975 G>C single heterozygous mutation in pregnant woman’s father-in-law are also mutation sites leading to hearing loss. The mutation frequency at two mutation sites is 2.82% and 0.56%, respectively [17, 18]. Consequently, the genotype of fetal can be one of four types, namely IVS7-2A>G and 1174 A>T dual (compound) heterozygous mutation, IVS7-2A>G and 1975 G>C dual (compound) heterozygous mutation, IVS7-2A>G homozygous mutation, and 1174 A>T and 1975 G>C dual (compound) heterozygous mutation. Because any kind of four genotypes can cause fetal deafness, induction of labor had been performed for pregnant woman under the circumstance of informed consent. The result of molecular diagnosis confirmed that the genotypes of the twins were the same as IVS7-2A>G and 1174 A>T dual (compound) heterozygous mutations.

For all kinds of people, the combination of gene microarray technology and sequencing may be a feasible method for universal screening and clinical diagnosis of hereditary deafness. Deafness gene microarrays used in this experiment has many advantages such as high-throughput, simplified testing procedures and high accuracy. So it is very suitable for rapid screening of clinical specimens to detect common deafness gene mutation hotspots. The principle of gene chip technology is that human genomic DNA is used as a template, the known gene locus-specific primers is applied for amplification and fluorescent marker of the gene fragment and is then hybridized with a specific nucleotide sequence. The result is interpreted using fluorescent labeling technique, but other non-hot spot mutations cannot be detected. Fully sequencing can present a variety of gene mutation sites directly and draw the mutation spectrum of all kinds of people properly. However, it is not be feasible for large-scale population’s screening of clinical specimens due to
time and effort consumption and high cost. Therefore, preliminary screening with deafness gene microarray should be carried out, and then the result of preliminary screening can supply the basis of selective sequencing for detecting different deafness-associated gene mutations to offer the molecular diagnosis basis of NSHL.

The results of this study suggest that it is essential of genetic counseling before marriage among sufferers with hearing impairment, pre-pregnancy screening after marriage and early detection in pregnant women. Due to the particularity of mutual exchanges among sufferers with hearing loss, they are married each other at high rate. Thus the incidence of genetic deafness children is greatly increased. The main aim of extensive genetic screening is to avoid sufferers with identical deafness-associated gene mutation sites to marry each other and reduce the birth rate of offspring suffering from genetic deafness. For child-bearing age population, especially for the deaf population, deaf genetic detection should be used as a conventional item of pre-pregnancy screening. Deaf couple who do not receive pre-marital and pre-pregnancy fertility guidance should be strictly detected the fetal genetic mutations in early pregnancy to prevent induction of labor in the third trimester of pregnancy from doing physiological and psychological harm to pregnant women. Consequently, it is necessary for scientific propaganda among deaf persons and assessment of the risk of offspring suffering from genetic deafness to avoid the birth of fetus with genetic disorders.

Conclusions

To reduce children with congenital deafness, screening high mutation sites by microarray, combined with pedigree analysis and gene sequencing, is effective, and should be used as a routine inspection item for the deaf before marriage and pregnancy. On the basis of results of genetic testing for the couple with hearing loss, human assisted reproductive technology is a viable option to avoid the birth of infant with hereditary deafness.
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